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1. Listen to the article. Which of the following things do you need to do the 
sports? Match the sports with the things you need. 

 

a slope, a shovel, a kayak, paddles, a dog, snow (3x), a horse, an ice yacht, skis, a frozen lake, 

wind 

 

Snow kayaking Shovel racing   Skijoring  Ice yachting 

____________ ____________  __________  __________ 

____________ ____________  __________  __________ 

____________ ____________  __________  __________ 

____________     __________   

 
2. Match the verbs on the left with the words on the right to make imperatives. 

Then, make negative imperatives. 

Example: Run fast.             Don’t run fast. 

a. Be 

b. Look out for 

c. Try 

 

a shovel. 

trees and rocks. 

careful. 

 

__________________ 

__________________ 

__________________ 

3. Make opposites out of the adjectives in bold. Then listen to the article and 
check. 

 

Why not try some old sports this winter.  _____________ 

A sledge is interesting.    _____________ 

When you wax it, it goes very slowly.  _____________ 

Do you hate cross-country skiing?   _____________ 

Do you have a weak dog?    _____________ 

It can be extremely slow.   _____________ 
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SOLUTIONS 

1. Listen to the article. Which of the following things do you need to do the 
sports? Match the sports with the things you need. 
 

Snow kayaking Shovel racing   Skijoring  Ice yachting 

a slope   a slope    a dog   an ice yacht 

a kayak  a shovel    a horse   a frozen lake 

paddles  snow    skis   wind 

snow       snow 

 
2. Match the verbs on the right with the words on the left to make imperatives. 
Then, make negative imperatives. 
  
Example: Run fast.             Don’t run fast. 

a. Be 

b. Look out for 

c. Try 

 

a shovel. 

trees and rocks. 

careful. 

 

Don’t be careful. 

Don’t look out for trees 

and rocks. 

Don’t try a shovel. 

3. Make opposites out of the adjectives in bold. Then listen to the article and 
check. 

 

Why not try some old sports this winter.  NEW 

A sledge is interesting.    BORING 

When you wax it, it goes very slowly.  FAST 

Do you hate cross-country skiing?   LIKE 

Do you have a weak dog?    STRONG 

It can be extremely slow.    FAST 

 

 


